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By Penelope Dyan

Bellissima Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 34 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 8.5in. x 0.1in.Santa
Cruz, California is an extremely fun place to visit. There are miles of Sandy Beaches, a roller coaster
that seems to go up and down and on and on forever, bicycles you can ride, a long wharf with
shopping and restaurants where it only costs a buck to park for 4 hours, the wonderful Seymour
Marine Discovery Center, and more--This list doesnt even include the University of California at
Santa Cruz! Of course, this beach town is close to Monterey, and part of Santa Cruz faces the
Monterey Bay where (in Monterey, California) you can visit the great Monterey Bay Aquarium and
see sea otters. Just up in the mountains you can visit and ride the Roaring Camp Railroad where
you can take a ride on train driven by an 1800s steam locomotive and see a part of the great
redwood forest, which is also the subject of another Bellissima book, The Comeback Kids, Book 12,
The Redwood Forest. If you are noticing a theme of fun and learning at Bellissima Publishing, LLC,
then you are quite correct! Written by award winning author, attorney and former teacher,...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not
truly feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Ma r lin B er g str om-- Ma r lin B er g str om

It in a single of the most popular ebook. Indeed, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Lennie Renner-- Lennie Renner
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